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Lilt 
 
 
I invented a more efficient vowel 
using noises I found in my sleep. 
 
In turning, 
a sound on the left becomes 
a sound on the right quickly. 
 
Slurring consonants 
makes even the most uninteresting words 
oscillate; 
I have always accused language 
of echoes. 
 
Vagrants in the park talk to themselves, 
perhaps the fault of extremely acoustic  
park benches. 
 
This nocturnal city 
never stutters 
never mumbles 
when it sings. 
  



 

Robopoem 
 
Everyone speaks as if their words 
are robots, building them.  Carrying 
robots bringing vibrations from one ear to another. 
  
These particular vibrations are good vibration robots  
by the beach boy robots.   
 
Everyone is a robot  
listening to a giant robot symphony orchestra  
playing the best of the beach boy robots.   
 
Everyone is a robot magician, making word robots  
appear out of thin air; 
robots of the moment. 
 
The word 'robot' is a word-robot that carries  
itself; its own meaning.   
It is the ouroboros of robots.  
It is a robot building itself. 
  



 

Wikileaks 
 
an exchange  
of fuck you's  
among friendly parties 
 
mutually understood 
the lack of biting savagery 
       
(even after seventy years the western world  
is still only half of the world) 
                                   
when last we met   
in the mud and silence of   
two wars 
semialive and dreaming 
 
maybe it was summer   
maybe there was a treaty   
or patriotic songs 
 
history is a series of statues 
erected in various places 
then taken down 
  



 

when you ask what i am thinking about after sex i am really thinking about 
 
how hard it is to fall into small holes accidentally 

 or on purpose 
 

the arbitrary ethics of not burning down a forest 
 in relation to the total lack of remorse of mosquitoes and ticks 
 for not choosing an alternative vegetarian lifestyle 

 
installing a revolving door in one’s spine and the degree to which  

 it would spin in moments of excitement or arousal 
 

how many licks it would take to get to the center of an arbitrary object 
 like a mailbox or a hand 

 
whether bacterial organisms think about  

 what it would be like to have sexual intercourse or 
 how big their flagellum is in comparison to their best friend’s  
  

if my house key misses its lock 
 or vice versa 
 
 


